


The word The word ‘‘NegroNegro’’ –– A Psychological A Psychological 

IslandIsland

�� ‘‘NegroNegro’’ is the term used for African Americans in is the term used for African Americans in 
the USA. The true meaning of the USA. The true meaning of ‘‘NegroNegro’’ is a member is a member 
of a race of people with dark skin who came from of a race of people with dark skin who came from 
Africa but the term is meant to be offensive.Africa but the term is meant to be offensive.

�� According to Richard Wright the term is not really a According to Richard Wright the term is not really a 
name at all nor a description, but a psychological name at all nor a description, but a psychological 
island.island.

�� This island, to which African  Americans are This island, to which African  Americans are 
confined, is situated in the midst of the sea of confined, is situated in the midst of the sea of 
white faces.white faces.

�� Thus the term Thus the term ‘‘NegroNegro’’ cuts the African Americans cuts the African Americans 
from the mainstream white population.from the mainstream white population.



The African Americans as TillersThe African Americans as Tillers

�� The Blacks in the The Blacks in the 
United States work as United States work as 
tillers of the soil, of tillers of the soil, of 
whom many are whom many are 
sharecroppers and sharecroppers and 
day labourers. And day labourers. And 
the land they till is the land they till is 
beautiful and beautiful and 
unbelievably fertile. unbelievably fertile. 
But the Blacks lead But the Blacks lead 
miserable lives. miserable lives. 



Lives of the BlacksLives of the Blacks-- Romantic vs RealRomantic vs Real

�� The picture of the Black The picture of the Black 

workers on the tobacco, workers on the tobacco, 

cane, rice, and cotton cane, rice, and cotton 

plantations is painted as plantations is painted as 

charming, idyllic, romantic charming, idyllic, romantic 

in the newspapers, the in the newspapers, the 

magazines, the movies, the magazines, the movies, the 

radio, and even the radio, and even the 

Church. But they live Church. But they live 

another another –– full of the fear of full of the fear of 

the Lords of the Land, the Lords of the Land, 

bowing and grinning before bowing and grinning before 

the whites and living in the whites and living in 

unpainted wooden shacks. unpainted wooden shacks. 



Three Classes of Men above the Black WorkersThree Classes of Men above the Black Workers

�� The African Americans work as sharecroppers The African Americans work as sharecroppers 

under three classes of the white men: The Lords of under three classes of the white men: The Lords of 

the Land or operators of the plantations who hold the Land or operators of the plantations who hold 

sway over the plantations and over black workers; sway over the plantations and over black workers; 

the Bosses of the Buildings or the owners of the Bosses of the Buildings or the owners of 

industry who lend money and issue orders to the industry who lend money and issue orders to the 

Lords of the Land; and the vast numbers of the Lords of the Land; and the vast numbers of the 

white workers who are their immediate competitors white workers who are their immediate competitors 

in the daily struggle for bread. As sharecroppers in the daily struggle for bread. As sharecroppers 

they were bound to the land owners through a they were bound to the land owners through a 

contract.contract.



The Condition and Status of Black The Condition and Status of Black 

WomenWomen

�� Black women worked in the Black women worked in the ‘‘Big Big 
HousesHouses’’ of the Lords of the Land of the Lords of the Land 
and learnt manners, cooking, and learnt manners, cooking, 
sewing etc. sewing etc. 

�� Old women were allowed to Old women were allowed to 
remain in the slave cabins to tend remain in the slave cabins to tend 
children. They enjoyed a status children. They enjoyed a status 
denied to men as they worked as denied to men as they worked as 
‘‘MammyMammy’’ and through the years and through the years 
they became they became symbols of symbols of 
motherhoodmotherhood until their men until their men 
were freed and moved to cities were freed and moved to cities 
where cashwhere cash--paying jobs enabled paying jobs enabled 
men to become the heads of their men to become the heads of their 
families.families.



The Ritual of Queen CottonThe Ritual of Queen Cotton

�� The African American workers were engaged in to raise The African American workers were engaged in to raise 
cotton to clothe the world. Cotton meant money, money cotton to clothe the world. Cotton meant money, money 
meant power, authority and prestige but only for the Lords meant power, authority and prestige but only for the Lords 
of the Lands.of the Lands.

�� It was forbidden to plant vegetables for their own use as It was forbidden to plant vegetables for their own use as 
raising a garden narrowed the area to be planted in cotton. raising a garden narrowed the area to be planted in cotton. 

�� The world demanded cotton and the Lords of the Land The world demanded cotton and the Lords of the Land 
ordered more acres to be planted. As a result the ritual of ordered more acres to be planted. As a result the ritual of 
Queen Cotton became brutal and bloody.Queen Cotton became brutal and bloody.

�� Thanks Thanks -- VipanjeetVipanjeet


